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Many are insensitive to the various signals of success for which reason they remain
unsuccessful.Some lose or lack jobs, opportunities, relationships, contracts, and some even
lose their lives owing to ignorance of the right response to give when success signals.Many are
either not responding or they are responding with the wrong codes.Every result in life has it's
special code - expecting a certain result but pressing a code that wasn't made for such will result
into failure.Now, WHAT WE DO WHEN SUCCESS CALLS IS A MATTER OF WHAT WE MUST
HAVE LEARNT BEFORE THE CALL!There is no need regretting about the past misses or
mistakes, WHEN SUCCESS CALLS will get you ready ahead of the next call of success,
awakening your consciousness and ensure you always respond with the right codes that will
guarantee you always get away with victory in any situation in most satisfying way.

About the AuthorMorey Bernstein was a Colorado businessman who pursued an amateur
interest in hypnotism all the way back to 19th-century Ireland as he coaxed a young mother into
recounting a previous life as a woman named Bridey Murphy. His book, The Quest for Bridey
Murphy, was published in 1956, re-issued in 1965, and was eventually published in 30
languages in 34 countries. Bernstein died in 1999. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.
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YACKNOWLEDGEMENTINTRODUCTIONWhat many refer to as success is not success but
merely things done in readiness for success.Preparation for success must not be confused with
success itself.That you made the best grades in school is not success but a preparation that
shows the height of success to be expected of you. People will expect more from the fellow who
made First Class than they would expect from the other who only managed to graduate.If what
the guy who made First Class got from school is success, then we should expect that upon
graduation he returns home to the parents and do nothing else. But no, he still goes out there to
pick up a job or establishment a business. It is his performance now at what he does with the
certificate or grade that will tell if he is a success or not. So, his academic excellence was a
means rather than an end in itself.All learning should be an attempt to prepare or program one
for success. When you learn, you acquire the means necessary for success in a direction.
Success is the end and not the means you might have acquired.Even in business, when people
acquire new equipment or property, that isn’t success yet; it is something done in readiness for
success. Many have after celebrating such as success still failed. There is a purpose for which
one or a business would decide to acquire an asset. If the asset acquired fails to satisfy that
purpose, it’s said to have failed – all the capital invested on it becomes wasted.Preparing for
success means you are gathering or acquiring the necessary tools for success. The real
success is in the application not in the acquisition. Whatever you’ve acquired is an
empowerment, still in potential form. The application of it in the right manner and at the right
timing will make all the difference you need.It is my hope that you approach this book with the
same mind-set. With that, I can bet you that this book will help you accomplish milestone in a
very short space of time that you never imagined possible.When Success CallsWHEN
SUCCESS CALLS(…CODES FOR WINNING)ONYI NNEBEDUMNOTE:I should also let you
know that this book contains a number statements from the Holy Bible. In the event that you are
not yet a Christian, please don’t disregard the statements. What is important is the wisdom
embedded in them.I wish you the very best as you read.DEDICATIONTo every real success-
minded individualChapter ONECRIME OF THE SIMPLEControlling Thought: At the end of this, I
will let you know how you can boost your sensitivity for better response that yields goo
successThe wise man wrote in Proverbs 22:3, and repeated the same in Verse 12 of Chapter
27:“A prudent man foresees the evil, and hideshimself: but the simple pass on, and are
punished.”Take note of that word ‘punished’, we’ll consider it shortly.Now, there is a time a



vehicle driver would notice a pothole on the road and it will be difficult to still do anything to save
the situation. Yet, some don’t even see the pothole.Your five sense organs area great tools to
achieving control in life, if you know how to use them. The nose that can perceive well can save
one from an outrageous fire outbreak. The ear that can hear well can save one from getting into
trouble. The same can be said about the other sense organs. But understand that they are called
sense organs, meaning that they are under the control of the sense or the mind. In other words,
the one who wants to master these organs can do so through the senses. That is why you hear
people talk about sensitivity or being sensitive. It doesn’t matter what you can see with your eyes
or hear with your ears, if your senses lack the right interpretation, you’re still helpless.“Hearing
you will hear and shall not understand, And seeing you will see and not perceive…” – Matt.
13:14.Years ago I was sourcing for an academic project material and someone directed me to
the operation manager of a certain Bank I was using for my case study. I haven’t met this
operation manager before, I was only told his name, so I needed someone to lead me to him
once I get to the Bank. Well, I got to the Bank, walked into the banking hall and asked someone
at the customer care. “Oh, he’s the man you just passed at the door”, I was told. I actually saw,
but couldn’t perceive. The implication of that was that I missed what I was looking for.Your mind
is your greatest tool for success as long as life here is concerned. Have you not seen people
with their two eyes and ears functioning, with two legs and hands and every body organ in place,
yet the world has given up on them just because their mind isn’t coordinating again? Yet, there
are people without some of these organs (some are blind, some deaf, some lame or have their
hands or legs amputated), but they have people who possess all of that under their payroll just
because they are sound mentally. Productivity is mentality driven! Yes, these organs are
necessary for expression and you need them, but not as much as you need the
mind.Responding promptly to success calls demands that one be very sensitive. That is
basically what makes the difference between the prudent who foresees evil and hides and the
simple who passes on only to be punished.Now, the wise making use of that word ‘punish’ tells
one thing – the simple has committed a crime or is guilty of some misconduct. So, it is a crime
not to be sensitive early enough. It shouldn’t be an excuse. “Oh, I didn’t see it…” or “I forgot…” –
is a crime of the simple.By the way, that word simple mainly talks of someone who is naïve or
unwise. When someone doesn’t know we can say the person is ignorant, but to be unwise
suggests acting or responding insensibly. Whose fault is it that one didn’t see what he ought to
have seen or that he forgot when he should have remembered? You see why it’s a crime not an
excuse? Now, the fire has burnt everything just because he didn’t remember. Such
irresponsibility was as a result of the person’s insensibility.The fact that many people are faced
with casualties in life tells there’s sensitivity problem. People blindly go into marriage,
businesses, careers etc. and end up full of regrets. If we had been sensitive enough to
understand what was to come, we would have prepared better for whatever options we decide
on; we’d have also decided better. One who is able to perceive ahead stands a better chance at
winning.Before I conclude on this, I will let you know one reason most people’s sensitivity is so



low. At this point, I want to show you one or two occasions where people’s ability to perceive
ahead stood them out.First is about the story of two guys who set out, each to build a house.
The first simply went ahead to build without paying any regard to foundation. Why people will do
nothing extra or different today ahead of tomorrow is chiefly that they don’t think tomorrow’s
weather would be any different from today’s weather. That was the case with this first guy –
because there was no storm the time he started building, he felt there would never be any storm.
But the storm came and messed up his effort. Maybe I should let you know the difference
between a fool and a fraudster. While a fool is someone who deceives himself/herself, a
fraudster is someone who deceives others. So, the guy didn’t have his house collapse because
he was a fraudster but because he was foolish.Well, the second guy, even though there was no
storm at the time, but foreseeing there would be storms ahead, took his time to lay a solid
foundation. As such, when the evil storms hit, he could hide from its painful and shameful
effects.Another instance is with the parable of the ten virgins. The five that were wise foresaw
that the bridegroom arrival might be at midnight and advised themselves better, much early.
What they foresaw and believed could happen caused them to convert the money they had to
the oil they’d later need. The foolish ones had their money to had also bought extra oil, but not
foreseeing the arrival of the bridegroom to fall into midnight hours didn’t take a proactive step. By
the time they later went out to buy as advised by the five wise ones, there was nowhere to buy
even though they had the money. When they finally returned, they could not still enter; not
because the door was already shut, but because their light was off by which they’d have been
known. Thus, the bridegroom said to them, “I know you not”. You are known by your light, and
your light is sustained by your oil.From this parable of the ten virgins, we can also see that it is
wisdom to know when to invest as well as the amount to invest. Thus, Proverbs 11:24 talks about
one who withholds more than is supposed and ends up in poverty.Now, why do most people
have low sensitivity? What do you suppose are the reasons? Maybe you tell me later, but let me
tell you one or more I’ve found to be very common.Have you ever heard of something called
‘Olfactory Fatigue’ or ‘Anosmia’? That captures my main point. ‘Olfactory Fatigue’ is defined as
the temporary, normal inability to distinguish a particular odour after a prolonged exposure to
that airborne compound. I will try to explain with one or two illustrations.If you are someone that
when you perceive a particular odour and you feel reluctant about it, after a while, it will become
too normal for you that you’d rarely still perceive it. That means, you’ve killed your sensitivity in
that regard. The point is, when you keep ignoring a need that you should have taken
responsibility to address, you force your mind to stop alerting you about that. So, you can kill
your sensitivity by ignoring or dodging responsibilities. Gradually, you start to feel normal about
something that used to upset you, and eventually, you will become insensitive to that.‘Olfactory
Fatigue’ can also reduce one’s awareness about chemical hazard exposure. I work in a
pharmaceutical store which exposes me to drugs almost every day such that I rarely still tell the
smell of drug under normal temperature. But often times I hear people who come to our office to
purchase drug say that the place smells drugs, yet those of us who work there can’t tell of any



difference.‘Olfactory Fatigue’ is an example of sensory adaptation where the body becomes
desensitised to stimuli to prevent the overloading of the nervous system, thus, allowing it to
respond to new stimuli that are ’out of ordinary’.– WikipediaWhat the above is saying is that one
could be so full of a particular odour or signal that it becomes too difficult to still tell of any other
in the same environment, except for what is new and different. It is like when a sound coming
from a sound speaker is increase via the volume such that one can’t still hear any other sound
playing in that environment except that one.
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